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The use of beach classi�cation models has become widespread in literature in recent years. Beach
classi�cation models that recognise distinct modal beach states in response to environmental conditions are
most widely used. These models were developed largely in high-energy, micro- to meso-tidal sandy
environments and subsequent attention has focussed on extending their use into other beach environments.
Here, the applicability of these traditional beach classi�cation models to the highly diverse coastline of
England and Wales was assessed through collection of detailed morphodynamic characteristics of 92 beaches,
yielding a comprehensive multi-variate data set containing morphological, sedimentological and hydrodynamic
information. The complex and diverse study region incorporates beach morphology covering the full spectrum
from re�ective to dissipative, and non-barred to multi-barred. Cluster analysis supplemented by MDS ordination
resulted in the identi�cation of 9 distinct beach types. Traditional morphodynamic indices � and RTR were found
to be effective in discriminating between beach groups providing some support for the beach state models
derived using information from Australian beaches. It was found that absolute wave energy (wave power) is
important as well in controlling beach type. For intermediate beaches a wave energy �ux P (�H2T) value of
3 kW m�1 was found to differentiate between beaches with (PN3 kW m�1) and without (Pb3 kW m�1) three-
dimensional bar/rip morphology, a key component controlling recreational beach hazard levels. Observations
presented here inform a beach classi�cation model to be used as the basis for a national beach risk assessment
programme. Beach classi�cation models based on environmental parameters are, by necessity, simpli�cations
and should be used as tools for understanding morphodynamic systems, rather than beach type prediction.
ott).
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1. Introduction

Beach morphology varies in time with changing hydrodynamic
forcing (waves and tides), while the modal beach morphology changes
spatially in response to the geographical variability in environmental
conditions (waves, tides, sediments, geology, etc.). This notion has
resulted in the formulation of beach classi�cation models that recognise
the occurrence of distinct beach morphologies, or beach states/types,
and link these to parameterisations of the key environmental conditions,
namely wave climate, tidal regime and beach sediment characteristics.
The most widely used of such models is the so-called Australian beach
model, originally devised separately and independently by Chappell and
Eliot (1979), Short (1979a) and Wright et al. (1979), and subsequently
re�ned by Wright and Short (1984) and Wright et al. (1987).

The Australian beach model was based on the study of sandy
beaches along the high-wave energy and microtidal (mean spring
tidal range MSRb2 m) coastline of New South Wales, Australia. The
key parameter in this model is the dimensionless fall velocity � given
by H/wsT, where H is the (breaking) wave height, ws is the (high tide)
sediment fall velocity and T is the (peak) wave period (Gourlay,
1968). Different classi�cations have been developed for other beach
environments, for example the model of Hegge et al. (1996)
developed for the microtidal and sheltered coastline of southwestern
Western Australia, Short's (1991) model based on the macrotidal
(4 mbMSR b8 m) beaches of central Queensland, Australia, and the
classi�cation of Jennings and Shulmeister (2002) based on a study of
New Zealand gravel beaches. Masselink and Short (1993) used the
Australian beach model as a starting point and extended it to account
for the relative importance of tides and waves parameterised by the
relative tide range RTR given by MSR/H, where MSR is the mean spring
tide range. Based on the analysis of all 10,685 beach systems present
in Australia, Short (2006) added a further two geologically-controlled
and four low energy beach types to the combined models of Wright
and Short (1984) and Masselink and Short (1993).

Beach classi�cations are useful in providing a conceptual frame-
work within which beach and surf zone environments can be studied
and understood, and the wide use of beach models for this purpose is
demonstrated by the large amount of citations for beach classi�cation
papers (487 for Wright and Short, 1984; 70 for Short, 1991; 177 for
Masselink and Short, 1993; 44 for Hegge et al., 1996; 27 for Jennings
and Shulmeister, 2002; all based on Google Scholar checked on 6 June
2010). Because beach sedimentology and hydrodynamic processes
are strongly correlated to beach fauna Defeo and McLachlan, (2005),
beach classi�cation models are also useful for providing the physical








































